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Central Tucson Campus: In-Person – Multiple Sessions

- A Sci-Fi Novel Becomes a Play: The Left Hand of Darkness - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30
- Astronomy and Geosciences - Fridays - Class Seats: 70
- Beginner’s Mind - Thursdays - Class Seats: 65
- Being a Caregiver for a 70 or 80-Year-Old Person - Fridays - Class Seats: 30
- Critical Role of the Gut Microbiome in Overall Health - Fridays - Class Seats: 50
- Discover Arizona Days and Nights with The University of Arizona Press Authors - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 70
- Documentaries to Make You Think - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 70
- Exploring Southeast Asia - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 65
- Film Discussion Class - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 65
- Hablando - Thursdays - Class Seats: 30
- History of American Musical Theater - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 55
- Hollywood Blacklist (1940’s - 1950’s) - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 70
- How Sneakers Can Teach You Art History - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 50
- How To Get the Death You Want - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 30
- Income Taxes: Beyond the Basics - Thursdays - Class Seats: 50
- Income Taxes: The Basics - Thursdays - Class Seats: 50
- Introduction to Smartphone Photography - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 15
- Investing for Retirement - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30
- Investing for Retirement: Advanced - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30
- Investing for Women - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30
- Jack London - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30
- Learn to Meditate the Chopra Way - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 20
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- Lifetimes of Listening: The Arizona Musical Memory Project - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30
- News and Views - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 30
- News and Views (2 Added Sessions) - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 30
- Nuts and Bolts of the Criminal Justice System - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30
- Psychology Lecture Series - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 70
- Race Matters: Black Lives in the Supreme Court 1787-2023 - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 65
- Reconstruction After the Civil War - Fridays - Class Seats: 65
- Reflections on Language and Linguistics - Thursdays - Class Seats: 65
- Righteous Minds: Why Are Good People Divided by Ethics, Politics, Economics... - Fridays - Class Seats: 55
- Sailing on a Clipper Ship in Greece and Turkey - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 30
- Samson (and Delilah): A Reassessment - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 30
- San Xavier del Bac: National Treasure - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 50
- Sapiens - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30
- Scary Smart - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30
- Seven OLLI Peers Share Stories About Their U.S. Peace Corps Assignments - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 50
- Social Relationships: Why We Need Them, How They Work - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 65
- The Civil War in U.S. History - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 70
- The Relationship Between Taoist Philosophy and Chinese Internal, Energetic... - Fridays - Class Seats: 20
- This El Niño - Fridays - Class Seats: 65
- TMA Docents Art Talks XVII - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 70
- Twentieth Century Comedians - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 55
- Two Latin American Novels - Thursdays - Class Seats: 50
- Updates in Heart Health 2023 - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 50
- Washington Square - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30
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---

### Why Bridges Fail
- Tuesdays - Class Seats: 45

---

### Writing for Self-Discovery
- Tuesdays - Class Seats: 10

---

### Writing the Good Times: Memoir and Poetry
- Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30

---

**Central Tucson Campus: In-Person – Single Session**

---

### 180 Days Around the World on a Cruise Ship
- Tuesdays - Class Seats: 70

---

### 2024 Medicare Update for Pima County
- Fridays - Class Seats: 65

---

### A Matter of Balance
- Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30

---

### Aging Actively for a Better Quality of Life
- Fridays - Class Seats: 65

---

### Annuities: The Good, the Bad, the Ugly
- Fridays - Class Seats: 30

---

### Artificial Intelligence and the Ever-Receding Horizon of the Future
- Fridays - Class Seats: 45

---

### Classical Music Melody Exploration From Handel to Stravinsky
- Fridays - Class Seats: 70

---

### Critical Race Theory: What’s the Fuss All About?
- Tuesdays - Class Seats: 55

---

### Death With Dignity 101
- Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30

---

### Fearless: Confessions of a Serial Entrepreneur
- Tuesdays - Class Seats: 50

---

### Kitchen Confidential: Romance and Reality
- Tuesdays - Class Seats: 70

---

### Latin Jazz – What Is It?
- Tuesdays - Class Seats: 30

---

### Linda Ronstadt Sings Soul and R&B
- Fridays - Class Seats: 70

---

### Photosafari in Botswana’s Okavango Delta
- Fridays - Class Seats: 65

---

### Ranked Choice Voting: The Proposed Constitutional Change on the Ballot
- Wednesdays - Class Seats: 70

---

### Rogue Theatre Introduction and Presentation
- Fridays - Class Seats: 65

---

### Saving and Investing Wisely During Retirement
- Tuesdays - Class Seats: 55

---

### Seven-Day Portuguese Camino de Santiago Pilgrimage
- Tuesdays - Class Seats: 30

---

### The First Princess of Wales – A Rebel Before Her Time
- Tuesdays - Class Seats: 20

---

### The History of the Big Island of Hawaii
- Wednesdays - Class Seats: 50
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- **Tipping Fatigue Is Real: How To Tip in Today’s World** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 65
- **Why Is Everyone So Angry at the Supreme Court?** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 50
- **Wine 101** - Fridays - Class Seats: 30
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Green Valley Campus: In-Person – Multiple Sessions

- Amazing Astronomy... Without Any Math! - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30
- American Bill of Rights - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 65
- Amphibians and Reptiles: A Global Overview - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 65
- An Introduction to Gobekli Tepe - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30
- Astronomy in the News: Our Growing Understanding of the Universe - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 65
- Classic Hatha Yoga - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
- Five Directors - Thursdays - Class Seats: 45
- French Song Appreciation - Thursdays - Class Seats: 10
- History of the Upper Santa Cruz River Valley - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30
- How the Natural Sciences are Changing Christian Theology - Thursdays - Class Seats: 50
- Learn the Basics of Mah Jongg - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 8
- Louise Penny Three Pines Series - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30
- Non-Profit Organizations Serving the Green Valley Area - Thursdays - Class Seats: 30
- Pirates of the Caribbean: In History and Folklore - Thursdays - Class Seats: 65
- Sailing on a Clipper Ship in Greece and Turkey - Thursdays - Class Seats: 50
- The Virtues Project: It's Never Too Late to Become a Better Person - Thursdays - Class Seats: 20
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Green Valley Campus: In-Person – Single Session

- **Annuities: The Good, the Bad, the Ugly** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 30
- **Death With Dignity 101** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 45
- **Globalization: The Good, the Bad and the Ugly** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 45
- **Kitchen Confidential: Romance and Reality** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 65
- **Trekking in the Himalaya** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 45
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Southeast Tucson (Vail) Campus: In-Person – Multiple Sessions

______ Amazing Astronomy... Without Any Math! - Thursdays - Class Seats: 30
______ Biomedical Ethics - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 45
______ Historiographic Examination of the American Civil War - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 30
______ Righteous Minds: Why Are Good People Divided by Ethics, Politics, Economic... - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 50
______ The American Civil War - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 50
______ The Cold War Gets Colder - Thursdays - Class Seats: 50
______ Wives and Lovers of the Earp Brothers - Thursdays - Class Seats: 50
______ Women of the Old West - Thursdays - Class Seats: 50

Southeast Tucson (Vail) Campus: In-Person – Single Session

______ Annuities: The Good, the Bad, the Ugly - Thursdays - Class Seats: 30
______ Death With Dignity 101 - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 50
______ Mountain Gorilla Trekking in Rwanda - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30
______ Our Once in a Lifetime African Safari - Thursdays - Class Seats: 50
______ Ranked Choice Voting: The Proposed Constitutional Change on the Ballot - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 50
Online Classes: Multiple Sessions

- **A Book Study: The Biologic "Songs" of Our Cells** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
- **Archetypes: How We See Ourselves in the Universe** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 30
- **Artificial Intelligence—What Next?** - Mondays - Class Seats: 300
- **Astronomy and Geosciences** - Fridays - Class Seats: 300
- **Beginning Spanish** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 45
- **Birds in Southeastern Arizona: Waterfowl** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
- **Celebrating Perfect Vocal Harmony: The Timeless Sounds of American...** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 300
- **Chen Village Tai Chi** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 300
- **Create Custom Shutterfly Photo Albums** - Mondays - Class Seats: 50
- **CRISPR is Changing Our Food** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
- **Curious, Strange, Familiar...and Often Downright Silly!** - Mondays - Class Seats: 300
- **Developing Wisdom by Wrestling With Life's Absolutes** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 50
- **Discover Arizona Days and Nights with The University of Arizona Press...** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
- **Documentaries to Make You Think** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
- **Dream Group Class** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 30
- **Ekphrasis: Translating Art Into Words** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 20
- **Electric Vehicle Discussion Forum Class (EVDFC)** - Fridays - Class Seats: 30
- **Five Odd Photographers** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
- **Gentle Energizing Movement, Breathing and Meditation** - Mondays - Class Seats: 300
- **Hollywood Blacklist (1940's - 1950's)** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
- **Honey From the Rock: An Interactive Primer on Kabbalah** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 20
- **Intel for Dummies: Part 2** - Mondays - Class Seats: 300
- **Intellectual and Cultural History of the West Part 3: Enlightenment** - Fridays - Class Seats: 300
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- **Intermediate and Conversational Spanish** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 45
- **Introduction to Western Philosophy** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
- **Investigating Police In-Custody Deaths** - Mondays - Class Seats: 30
- **Ireland: A Brief History** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
- **Islam and Violent Extremism: Links Between Islam, Extremism, and Terrorism** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
- **London: Flower of Cities All** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 300
- **Mayhem Most British 26** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 300
- **Medicare and Other Senior Concerns** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
- **News and Views with Sherry and Doug** - Fridays - Class Seats: 70
- **Online Film Discussion Class** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 300
- **Our Changing View of Physical Reality** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
- **Post-Holocaust Jewish Experience: Film Discussion** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 300
- **Psychology Lecture Series** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
- **Race Matters: Black Lives in the Supreme Court 1787-2023** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
- **Reading and Discussing The New Yorker** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 45
- **Reading The Economist with Non-Economists** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30
- **Rebirth of Nuclear Power – Simple Terms but Not Quite for Dummies** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
- **Rekindling Our Soul Spark by Discussing Our Favorite Poems** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 20
- **Sapiens: A Brief History of Humankind** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30
- **Sharing Poetry** - Fridays - Class Seats: 30
- **She Walks in Beauty: Art About, by and for Women** - Mondays - Class Seats: 300
- **The Civil War in U.S. History** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 70
- **The First Southwesterners: The Paleoindian and Archaic Peoples** - Fridays - Class Seats: 300
- **TMA Docents Art Talks XVII** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
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_____ Two Novels by Sue Monk Kidd - Thursdays - Class Seats: 60
_____ Ukraine Then and Now: Historical Context and Current Events - Fridays - Class Seats: 300
_____ Volcanoes of the World - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300

Online Classes: Single Session

_____ Curious Conversations Inspired by Gospel Music at the Fox - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
_____ Curious Conversations Inspired by Indian Music at the Fox - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
_____ Death With Dignity 101 - Mondays - Class Seats: 300
_____ Future Perfect: Technology Trends by 2030 - Thursdays - Class Seats: 300
_____ Magic of the Moon - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
_____ Ranked Choice Voting: The Proposed Constitutional Change on the Ballot - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
_____ Social Security: Bringing Our Office to You - Mondays - Class Seats: 300
_____ Where in the World Is the U.S.? A Top 10 Summary - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
_____ Writing a Legacy Letter - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30
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Online Shared Offerings: Multiple Sessions

- **Aviation History: American Airpower Ascendant 1944** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 300
- **Chico State Faculty Lecture Series** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
- **Five American Artists** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
- **George Gershwin: His Life and His Music** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 300
- **Intro to Prismacolor Pencils** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
- **Law in the News** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 300
- **Let's Keep Knitting** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 15
- **Looking at Shakespeare's Hamlet Through a Writer's Eyes** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
- **Making History: Covid and the Black Death Revisited** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
- **Our Best Friend: The Domestic Dog** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
- **Ten Great Buildings** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
- **The Future of Health, Medicine, and Biotechnology** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
- **The Science of Ecology** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
- **Weekly Creations** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300

Online Shared Offerings: Single Session

- **50th Anniversary of the Yom Kippur War: Israel's Last Conventional War** - Mondays - Class Seats: 300
- **Don't Ban that Book!** - Mondays - Class Seats: 300
- **The Titan II Intercontinental Ballistic Missile** - Mondays - Class Seats: 300
- **Up Yours: Medical Scopes and Where They Go** - Mondays - Class Seats: 300
- **Women's Words from the Westward Journey** - Mondays - Class Seats: 300
Field Trips

- **Odaiko Sonora Taiko Drumming Field Trip** - Fridays - Class Seats: 20
- **Barrio Viejo (Old Neighborhood) Tucson Field Trip** - Fridays - Class Seats: 20
- **Birding at Historic Canoa Ranch in Green Valley** - Fridays - Class Seats: 30
- **Birding at Sweetwater Wetlands in Tucson** - Mondays - Class Seats: 20
- **Empire-Vail Ranch Docent Led Tour** - Fridays - Class Seats: 20
- **Ethnobotany Tour of Mission Garden: Cultivating Super-Foods for Millennia** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 20
- **Field Trip to Equine Voices Rescue and Sanctuary** - Fridays - Class Seats: 20
- **Fox Tucson Theatre Historical Tour** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 30
- **Los Morteros Archaeological Site Field Trip** - Fridays - Class Seats: 20
- **Making Sonoran Style Tortillas With Abuela + Lunch** - Saturdays - Class Seats: 20
- **Museum and Lunch: Arizona History Museum** - Fridays - Class Seats: 20
- **Pima Air and Space Museum Field Trip** - Fridays - Class Seats: 20
- **The Garden Kitchen: Cooking for One or Two People** - Fridays - Class Seats: 20
- **Tucson Botanical Gardens Field Trip and Lunch** - Fridays - Class Seats: 20
- **Tucson Museum of Art Field Trip** - Fridays - Class Seats: 20
- **Wine Tasting Field Trip** - Mondays - Class Seats: 30